


   Firms up soft and dusty
   infields by retaining
   moisture and resilience in
   dry weather, yet improving
   drainage in wet weather!

Here’s How It Works                                                                     
STABILIZER® is a natural glue that “binds” your infield soil mix
with water to produce a firm, yet resilient, playing surface.
STABILIZER® prevents erosion, controls dust, reduces tackiness in
clay, minimizes cleat damage and cuts costly rain cancellations.
STABILIZER’S® compatibility with water allows you to achieve and
maintain damp soil consistency-the ultimate goal for an infield mix.
A SMALL AMOUNT GOES A LONG WAY! Comes powered in 
40 lb. Bags or 200 lb. sacks.

INFIELD CONDITIONER FOR FIELDS THAT ARE TOO SOFT & DUSTY!

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Roto-till infield to a 2"-3" depth using

a hand tiller for the mound, home
plate, baselines, and a tractor tiller for
the infield. For renovation roto-till
infield 1-1-½” deep and cut quantities
on chart in half.

2. Spread STABILIZER® at the
recommended rate.

3. Roto-till the STABILIZER® thoroughly
into the soil and make sure it is mixed
to the full depth.

4. Level the infield, baseline and
homeplate areas.  Form the mound.

5. Using a 1000 lb. power roller or 500
lb. hand roller, roll all STABILIZED
areas before watering.

6. Saturate STABILIZED areas until
standing water appears.

7. Roll field again when surface has
dried sufficiently.

8. Lightly spike drag the infield and rake
the mound, homeplate areas and
baselines to provide top cushion.

9. For final preparation, drag mat the
infield.

PLEASE NOTE: It is very important that
installation is done properly.  Do not try to
cut corners.  Raking material into the
surface is not going to give desired results.
Using substantially more or less
STABILIZER® will not give desired results.
DEMONSTRATION: Place 1" of sand in
two cups, add a pinch of STABILIZER® to
one and mix, moisten both equally and let
dry.  Notice how the STABILIZER® binds
the sand particles together.  The sand with
STABILIZER® is firm yet cushiony,
whereas the plain sand is just sandy.
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